38.05.01 Economic Security

Legal and Economic Framework for Economic Security

Department: Financial Management (63)

Program objective

Training of specialists in economic security

The program develops practical competencies for qualified monitoring of the financial and economic condition of legal entities; identification of risks and prevention of threats to economic activities of legal entities; ensuring economic security.

Curriculum features

- Economic security
- Corporate financial and risk management
- Financial and corporate law
- Economic analysis
- Corporate finance
- Methodology for tax audit
- Information systems in economics

Practical training and employment opportunities

- State Atomic Energy Corporation "ROSATOM" companies
- National institutions for tax, finance and financial monitoring
- Renowned largest audit companies (KPMG, PwC, FBK, “LLC Rödl & Partners. Auditing services”, etc.)
- Public and private banks (Sberbank of Russia, URALSIB, VTB, etc.)